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In Search of Charles Lamb* 
W. Hugh Peal 
The search for Charles Lamb began in my case, as so many 
searches do, as the result of a gift. The gift was a copy of Tales 
from Shakespeare by Charles and Mary Lamb, and the giver was 
an aunt who believed that little boys should be introduced to good 
literature at the earliest and most impressionable ages. The gift was 
not one which could be classified as a collector's item. It was a 
small oblong volume bound in green cloth with cheap iridescent 
decoration. The paper was cheap, and the printing would not have 
been approved by Didot or Baskerville. It was, however, the best 
copy obtainable from Sears & Roebuck, the only book vendor 
available to the lady, and she knew that ten year old boys can 
quickly find the kernel in a nut in spite of the forbidding shell. 
Whether children of these days can be interested in the Tales 
from Shakespeare seems to me doubtful. A good many of the 
stories were somewhat threadbare and worn Renaissance material 
even in Shakespeare's time, and the plays are readable now only 
because of the extraordinary beauty of the poetry and the 
subtleties of the characterization. When reduced to prose, even the 
artful and urbane prose of the Lambs, and simplified for reading 
by children, the narratives show signs of age, and the characters 
are wooden and artificial. In my western Kentucky village, 
however, we were short of books and amusements, and, above all, 
we had that naivete which springs from a lack of standards of 
comparison . Having known no great merchants and money-lenders, 
we accepted the transaction between Antonio and Shylock as 
authentic and rejoiced in the ending as a triumph of justice. The 
deep and tragic role of the Jewish money-lender in an alien and 
hostile world, so important in Shakespeare's play, is omitted in the 
paraphrase, and we missed it entirely. Similarly, we enjoyed 
Timon of Athens as a straightforward tale, credible to us because 
*This essay has been edited from a lecture delivered to the Phi Beta Kappa annual 
banquet , 4 May 1954. Manuscript from the Peal Collection, University of Kentucky 
Libraries. 
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we were not weighed down by critical standards or modern 
psychological theories. 
The first Lamb item I found for myself was the fable known as 
"A Dissertation on Roast Pig." It was in a tattered copy of one of 
McGuffey's school readers which, having been discarded by my 
eldest brother, became a part of my private library. I had no 
means then of knowing that I had stumbled on a remarkable 
literary performance, but I recognized, as generations of 
schoolboys had done before me, that I had found a delightful 
story . I also recognized the need for more, and Sears & Roebuck 
again obliged, this time with the full Essays of Elia. This was the 
real beginning of a search which has continued with growing 
interest and pleasure for more than forty years. For the greater 
part of this period my acquisitions were necessarily limited to 
printed material: the second series of the Elia essays, the poems, 
the plays, the miscellaneous essays, the critical edition of extracts 
from the dramatists; the letters in the Talfourd, Ainger, Harper, 
and Lucas editions; the biographies by Ainger, Lucas, Procter, 
Hazlitt, Blunden, and others; and the great mass of secondary 
material on Lamb, much of it written by his friends and 
contemporaries. To these, of course, were added much material by 
or about Lamb's friends and associates, Coleridge, Wordsworth, 
Southey, Lloyd, Hazlitt, Talfourd, Moxon, Cunningham, Kemble, 
Rickman, Scott, Haydon, Knowles, and others. 
At long last, however, I discovered that divine providence, 
having removed the great collectors of the past, Campbell, 
Anderson, Folger, Huntington, Daly, Morgan, Newton, Scribner, 
North, et al, had made available to me some original manuscripts 
and letters by and to Lamb, and by and to his friends . Each of the 
items I shall discuss has been chosen from my library as 
illustrative of an important incident or situation in Lamb's life or 
work. Perhaps they will serve to make clear to any who are not 
collectors the excitement and pleasure to be derived from handling 
and investigating these little relics of the past which we call 
autographs. Sometimes autograph letters seem at first sight to be 
unpromising material; and, of course, many of them are of no 
value. On the other hand, even a short note often gives to the 
diligent researcher an insight into the actions and motives of the 
writer or his friends that cannot be gained through finished literary 
work. Sometimes the key is in the handwriting, as in the last of 
the Lamb letters which I shall introduce. Sometimes it is in a 
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reference to a third person that fixes an important date or 
contemporary attitude, as in the case of the first letter I shall 
discuss. In any event the patient investigator is often rewarded by 
being transported back into an actual situation where he can see 
great events or amusing situations as they develop and before they 
have become shopworn from repetition or distorted by reflection. 
The whole process is not unlike that of the modern detective story 
where the reader knows the denouement but has to piece together 
the action and motivation from small clues as he goes along. 
First is a letter written by Lamb to Samuel Taylor Coleridge in 
August 1797, when Lamb was twenty-two years of age and 
Coleridge was twenty-five. It deals with an erratic incident in the 
troubled career of young Charles Lloyd, then aged twenty-two, the 
protege of Coleridge and friend of Lamb. In itself Lloyd's problem 
was of small importance, but it produced an exciting moment in a 
rapidly moving course of events that was to culminate in a year in 
the most important new work in English literature since Paradise 
Lost and was to result many years later in the emergence of a 
great new prose writer. The background of the letter involves five 
young friends who were writing poetry . 
ln August 1797 Samuel Taylor Coleridge was living with his 
wife and infant son, Hartley, at Nether Stowey in Somerset. The 
young family had a very humble home and little money, but 
Coleridge always thereafter called the period the springtime of his 
troubled life. For the first and last time he was really happy. After 
many false starts and impracticable and foolish plans he was 
settled-or thought he was. His publications were already rather 
impressive, especially the first and second editions of his poems. 
Charles Lamb had contributed to both editions, and Charles Lloyd 
had several items in the second edition. Coleridge had also taken a 
hand in Robert Southey's ambitious epic, Joan of Arc. Southey 
was then twenty-three and at the beginning of a career that was to 
make him the poet laureate of England at the age of thirty-nine. 
He and Coleridge had married sisters. By August 1797, however, 
the Coleridge-Lamb-Lloyd partnership and the Coleridge-Southey 
collaboration, with Lamb as critic, were weakening. Coleridge had 
drawn William Wordsworth and his gifted sister, Dorothy, into his 
circle. 
Wordsworth, the son of a Cumberland attorney, was 
twenty-seven when he joined Coleridge, near Nether Stowey. He 
had published verses as early as 1787, had graduated from 
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Cambridge in 1791, had traveled extensively in Europe and had 
sired an illegitimate daughter in France during the Revolution. In 
1797 he was an object of suspicion to the police for his radical 
opinions, England then being the victim of a case of the jitters. 
Wordsworth was a man of great industry and ability and brought 
a fixed purpose and strong will into the nebulous Coleridge dream 
world. In return he gained from Coleridge, as he tells us himself, 
the concept of joy. This is neatly illustrated, I think, by four lines 
from one of the minor poems written jointly by them at the time, 
the children's classic, "We are Seven": 
She had a rustic, woodland air, 
And she was wildly clad: 
Her eyes were fair, and very fair: 
Her beauty made me glad. 
One of the satisfying rewards of being a collector rather than a 
scholar is that one can make wild suggestions and leave others to 
do the work. Perhaps the tributes to beauty in "Endymion" and 
the "Ode on a Grecian Urn" were not in fact suggested by a 
childhood memory of these lines. Keats was three years old when 
Lyrical Ballads was published. "A thing of beauty is a joy forever" 
sounds to me very much like a neo-Elizabethan's expansion of 
Wordsworth's restrained, "Her beauty made me glad." 
R8bert Southey was living at Burton in Hampshire when Lamb's 
August 1797 letter was written. Our generation has decided with 
great unanimity that Southey's books make handsome bookcase 
furniture when well bound and regularly dusted. In 1797, 
however, and for a long life thereafter he was regarded as an 
important poet. He was also a fine and generous person with an 
open heart and purse for everyone in trouble, qualities sometimes 
obscured by middle class prejudices and an irascible temper. He 
was particularly the friend of young lovers and had had a leading 
part in getting Coleridge married. For his pains he had to support 
the entire Coleridge family for many years, but he probably did 
not realize that in 1797. As will be seen when I eventually quote 
my letter, Lamb and Lloyd laid their problems on his doorstep. 
Charles Lloyd was a son of a wealthy and distinguished family. 
Originally of Welsh origin, the Lloyds were among the earliest 
Quakers. Charles's grandfather, Sampson Lloyd, gave his name to 
Lloyd's Bank, now one of the great financial institutions of the 
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world. He was a friend of Dr. Samuel Johnson and is mentioned 
several times by Boswell. Charles's father, Charles Lloyd of 
Bingley, was in his youth a friend of Benjamin Franklin, and 
attempted unsuccessfully to work out a compromise with the 
American colonies to avert the struggle that became the 
Revolutionary War. He also became a distinguished banker and 
published creditable translations of Homer and Horace. One of his 
daughters, Priscilla, abandoned the Quaker Faith, married 
Christopher Wordsworth, brother of the poet, and became the 
mother of two bishops and grandmother of a third. William 
Wordsworth was devoted to his brother and to the two sons. 
Their influence was paramount, I think, in converting him from 
the radical of 1797 to the tory who was castigated by Browning as 
'The Lost Leader," but that is a story for another day. 
Lamb was the Cinderella of the poetical quintet. His father had 
been a valet to a barrister and headwaiter at the Inner Temple. 
The fortunate event of his early life was his nomination to a good 
boy's school known as Christ's Hospital where he spent seven 
years and made many friends, including Coleridge. He left the 
school in 1789, when he was fourteen years of age, and soon 
thereafter became a clerk in the India House where he was to 
remain until his retirement on a pension in 1825 at the age of fifty. 
Although the Lambs were very poor and lived precariously, 
young Charles seems to have had a reasonably happy boyhood. 
The period of about eighteen months before the August 1797 letter 
was written, however, had been a trying time for him. He had 
been confined to a madhouse for six weeks in the winter of 
1795-96, a calamity which fortunately never recurred. In 
September 1796 his sister Mary, ten years his senior, killed her 
mother and wounded her father in a fit of insanity. Her entire life 
thereafter was a sad succession of lucid and insane intervals. Had 
it not been for Charles she would have had to pass the rest of her 
life in a public madhouse, a terrible fate at any time and worse 
then than now. Her father was old and broken and her elder 
brother John was unwilling to care for her, but Charles, then just 
past his twenty-first birthday, took up the burden and carried it to 
the day of his death. Only one who has read Lamb's letters with 
reverence can know what a care and trouble he undertook and 
fulfilled, but such a one will also know what compensations he 
found in her devotion, loyalty, and good sense. 
I think that it would be difficult to maintain that the little 
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volume of poems published by Coleridge, Lamb, and Lloyd in the 
summer of 1797 contained any masterpieces. The work was full of 
promise and sometimes touching, but effusions and reflections 
seldom get into anthologies. There was one very happy little note, 
however, which illustrates the pawkish humor of Coleridge and 
Lamb. It was customary to insert a Greek or Latin quotation on 
the title page of a book. Now Coleridge had a soaring imagination 
and could never have contented himself with the usual little tag 
from Virgil or Lucretius. This time he soared into fancy and wrote 
his own quotation, ascribing it to an entirely fictitious author, one 
Groscollius, the author of an equally fictitious book with an 
impressive title. This was a type of humor that probably delighted 
Lamb and troubled the serious and idealistic Lloyd. The quotation 
can be freely translated as: "Double is the tie which binds us-
friendship and a common love of poetry. Would that neither death 
nor the lapse of time could dissolve it." 
In July 1797 Lamb got one of the rare holidays that broke his 
hard-working routine and visited Coleridge at Nether Stowey. 
Dorothy and William Wordsworth were also there, and thus Lamb 
began the friendship with them that was to last until his death, an 
event which produced one of the touching poems of Wordsworth's 
later years. Unfortunately, Coleridge suffered a painful accident 
and was unable to attend his friends on their country excursions. 
He occupied his enforced leisure in part by writing a poem about 
his guests, the famous "This Lime-Tree Bower My Prison." I shall 
quote only a few of the lines relating directly to Lamb: 
Yes! They wander on 
In gladness all; but thou, methinks, most glad, 
My gentle-hearted Charles; for thou hast pined 
And hungered after Nature, many a year, 
In the great city pent, winning thy way 
With sad yet patient soul, through evil and pain 
And strange calamity! 
Lloyd was not with the house-party at Nether Stowey in July 
1797. His mental disorder or tension had grown on him so much 
that he had left Coleridge some months before . His activities 
during the summer of 1797 are somewhat obscure, but at some 
point he had gotten himself in love with a Miss Sophia Pemberton. 
De Quincey, with his usual propensity for getting into trouble, 
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stated in his autobiography that Lloyd secured Southey's assistance 
to carry the lady off to foil the opposition of her parents. This 
was treated with great scorn by Lucas and other scholars until the 
discovery of the July 1797 letter, which I at last present: 
Poor Charles Lloyd came to me about a fortnight ago . He 
took the opportunity of Mr. Hawkes coming to London, and 
I think at his request , to come with him. It seemed to me, 
and he acknowledged it, that he had come to gain a little 
time and a little peace, before he made up his mind . He was 
a good deal perplexed what to do-wishing earnestly that he 
had never entered into engagements which he felt himself 
unable to fulfill, but which on Sophia's account he could not 
bring himself to relinquish . I could give him little advice or 
comfort , and feeling my own inability painfully, eagerly 
snatched at a proposal he made me to go to Southey's with 
him for a day or two. He then meant to return with me, 
who could stay only one night. While there, he at one time 
thought of going to consult you, but changed his intention 
and stayed behind with Southey, and wrote an explicit letter 
to Sophia . I came away on the Tuesday, and on the 
Saturday following , last Saturday, receiv'd a letter dated 
Bath, in which he said he was on his way to Birmingham,-
that Southey was accompanying him, -and that he went for 
the purpose of persuading Sophia to a Scotch marriage-
! greatly feared , that she would never consent to this, 
from what Lloyd had told me of her character. But waited 
most anxiously the result. Since then I have not had one 
letter. For God's sake, if you get any intelligence of or from 
Cha5 Lloyd, communicate it, for I am much alarmed . 
C. Lamb 
I wrote to Burnett what I write now to you, - was it from 
him you heard, or elsewhere? -
He said if he had come to you, he could never have 
brought himself to leave you . In all his distress he was 
sweetly and exemplarily calm and master of himself,-and 
seemed perfectly free from his disorder.-
How do you all at? 
You will note three additional facts from this letter which, I 
believe, were not clear before its discovery: (i) Lloyd was still 
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attached to Coleridge and thought of returning to him; (ii) 
Coleridge knew about the love affair; and (iii) Lamb speaks of 
Lloyd's "disorder" as an established fact which had been previously 
discussed between him and Coleridge. 
Lloyd did not carry off his Sophia to a Scotch marriage but 
wedded her properly in 1799 and lived happily with her for many 
years, broken occasionally by his spells of insanity. He and Lamb 
continued fr1ends, although with occasional disagreements, and 
published together in 1798 a small book entitled Blank Verse . This 
volume contains Lamb's best known poem, "The Old Familiar 
Faces," an intensely personal little piece with pathetic references to 
both Coleridge and Lloyd. They even became well enough known 
to be coupled as toad and frog in Gillray's anti-Jacobin cartoon in 
1798; and in 1809 Byron described their verse as "childish prattle" 
in his "English Bards and Scotch Reviewers." Notwithstanding 
these efforts, however, which were to continue intermittently for 
the rest of their lives, the poetical careers of Charles Lloyd and 
Charles Lamb were ended for all practical purposes when Coleridge 
became the collaborator of Wordsworth . 
Viewed in retrospect, I think that the collaboration between 
Coleridge, Lamb, and Lloyd was inevitably of a temporary nature . 
From the beginning Coleridge and Lamb had diverged radically in 
their views. Lamb was one of the first critics to admire Burns and 
Blake and was to be among the first to recognize Keats . Lloyd, 
even before his mental infirmities overtook him, was only an 
over-idealistic, wordy, and bloodless imitation of his master . 
Under the new stimulus furnished by Wordsworth, Coleridge 
wrote within a very few months almost all the poems by which he 
is remembered, the finest of their type in the language, including 
"Kubla Khan, " "Christabel," and "The Ancient Mariner. " In 1798 
the two published Lyrical Ballads. Lamb could have contributed 
nothing in all this. He was reserved for an entirely different career. 
I would like to add two postscripts to this narrative of the 
young poets. The first is from one of the treasured items from my 
library, William Harrison Ainsworth's copy of the first collected 
edition of Lamb's works, published in 1818 largely through the 
efforts of Leigh Hunt, a friend of later days . These volumes were 
dedicated to Coleridge, and the following quotation will show that 
neither age nor divergence in interests had shaken Lamb's affection 
for his old school-fellow, hail companion, teacher, collaborator, 
and friend: 
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It would be a kind of disloyalty to offer to anyone but 
yourself a volume containing the early pieces, which were 
first published among your poems, and were fairly 
derivatives from you and them. My friend Lloyd and myself 
came into our first battle (authorship is a sort of warfare) 
under the cover of the greater Ajax. How this association, 
which shall always be a dear and proud recollection to me, 
came to be broken-who snapped the threefold cord,- . 
whether yourself (but I know that was not the case) grew 
ashamed of your former companions,-or whether (which is 
by much the more probable) some ungracious bookseller was 
author of the separation,-! cannot tell;-but wanting the 
support of your friendly elm (I speak for myself), my vine 
has, since that time, put forth few or no fruits; the sap (if 
ever it had any) has become, in a manner, dried up and 
extinct; and you will find your old associate, in his second 
volume, dwindled into prose and criticism. 
Am I right in assuming this as the cause? or is it that, as 
years come upon us, (except with some more healthy, happy 
spirits,) Life itself loses much of its Poetry for us? We 
transcribe but what we read in the great volume of Nature; 
and, as the characters grow dim, we turn off, and look 
another way. You yourself write no Christabels, nor Ancient 
Mariners, now. 
My second postcript is a transcript of a note written by 
Coleridge on his deathbed opposite the poem "This Lime-Tree 
Bower My Prison": "Ch. and Mary Lamb-dear to my heart, yea, 
as it were, my heart.-S.T.C. Aet. 63, 1834. 1797-1834 = 37 
years." 
Another touchstone takes us forward in Lamb's life to the year 
1799, but it takes me personally back to my boyhood and "The 
Dissertation Upon Roast Pig." That story begins by alleging that 
the authority for the tale is a Chinese manuscript read to Elia by 
his friend "M." Now that is a common type of opening for 
quasi-folk stories, and even in my village we passed it over as an 
ordinary literary convention, similar to manuscripts found in 
bottles, tales told by aged sailors, epics recovered from dungeons 
in ruined castles, and the like. In this case we were wrong, 
however, at least in part. It was typical of Lamb's matured 
technique to introduce his friends into all his writings, just as the 
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good raconteurs of my own youth made their friends and 
themselves the heroes or butts of their anecdotes. James White, the 
author of Original Letters ... of Sir John Falstaff and His Friends, 
was the Jem White of the essay on chimney sweeps, Mrs. Burney, 
an intimate friend and neighbor, was the Mrs. Battle who had 
decided opinions on whist. Her husband and daughter were the 
father and bride of the wedding party, and Lamb himself was the 
awkward guest. Lamb's father, John Lamb, and his old friend, 
Randall Norris, were the Lovel and R.N., respectively, of "The 
Old Benchers of the Inner Temple." Samuel Salt, John Lamb's 
employer, appears in the same essay under his own name. 
Manning and Lamb were introduced by Charles Lloyd at 
Cambridge in 1799. Manning was then a private tutor there and 
was twenty-seven years of age. They quickly became intimate 
friends and correspondents. Another Elia essay, "The Old and the 
New Schoolmaster," tells of Manning's unavailing efforts to teach 
Lamb the elements of geometry. In 1807 Manning went to China 
to perfect himself in the Chinese language . In 1811 he went to 
Tibet and was the first Englishman ever to visit the sacred city of 
Lhasa. On his return to England in 1817 he stopped at St. Helena 
and paid his respects to Napoleon, who had befriended him in 
Paris. He was one of Lamb's constant friends until the latter's 
death. 
From their very first meeting Lamb and Manning began to 
exchange letters. Lamb's letters to Manning have long been known 
to scholars, although there was difficulty in getting access to them 
until they passed into the large but open and generous maw of the 
Huntington library. It was formerly believed that Lamb had 
followed his usual practice and destroyed Manning's letters. About 
1900, however, thirty-one of the Manning letters to Lamb, 
covering the period from 1799 to 1834 and including those written 
from China, turned up in the possession of the Manning family 
and were sold to Percy Dobell. They were later acquired by Mrs. 
Gertrude A. Anderson, the greatest Lamb scholar of the last 
generation, who planned to include them in her projected 
definitive edition of letters to and from Lamb. She died in 1924, 
before her editorial work was completed, but P .P . Howe furnished 
the notes for the Manning letters and published them in 1925. 
Their reappearance has, to some extent, put all the older 
biographies of Lamb out of date. I now have them in my library, 
and perusing them recaptures for me some of the joy and feeling 
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of friendship that went into their composition and receipt. 
I cannot quite go as far as Lucas, who says that Manning was 
the "most considerable man that Lamb had met intimately since he 
left school." It seems to me that Wordsworth and Southey must 
not be forgotten. In his chief point, however, Lucas is quite right. 
In the particular circumstances of Lamb's life at the time, the 
friendship of a man such as Manning was all important. The 
apprenticeship to Coleridge was over. Lamb needed above all else 
companionship with men of intelligence and sound judgment who 
would understand and encourage him. He required also an 
audience for his developing abilities as a critic of art and literature 
and a friend who could match his own humor and common sense. 
All these qualities he found in Manning. 
The year 1799 was a turning point in Lamb's life. His father 
died in that year, and he brought Mary back to live with him. 
Their early housekeeping days are familiar to us from his letters 
and essays. In the essay "Old China," for instance, he has Bridget, 
his name for Mary, tell us about their love for the theatre, their 
economies to buy books, their love of prints, and their walks in 
the fields. At the same time Charles was beginning to write on his 
own. His chief effort in 1799 was on his poetic drama "John 
Woodvil," which was a disappointment for him, but he also began 
to dabble in prose. The year 1800 was the most prolific in letters 
of his entire life. In the same year he began to try to write for the 
newspapers, an attempt which succeeded in 1801. Above all he 
began to put into words that light and whimsical humor that is his 
chief charm to us. The pathetic little poet was beginning to gain 
the audience that has never deserted him. In all these 
developments, particularly in his humorous sallies, the influence of 
Manning was great. 
It is heartening to know that Lamb's new interests and friends 
were warmly approved by Coleridge. In fact it was on 21 May 
1800 that Coleridge in a letter to Godwin passed a critical estimate 
on Lamb that has never been excelled: "he has an affectionate 
heart, a mind sui generis; his taste acts so as to appear like the 
unmechanic simplicity of an instinct-in brief he is worth an 
hundred men of mere talents." 
It was at this period also that another development occurred 
that gave rise to an innocent pose by Lamb and a legend that still 
survives. In the spring of 1800 Mary had another attack of 
insanity and had to return to her asylum. The neighbors were 
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alarmed, and Lamb had to return to the crowded city where he 
was given refuge by his old schoolfellow, John Mathew Gutch. 
Lamb made a virtue of a necessity and ever after praised the city 
as against the country. Both Coleridge and Wordsworth 
understood the pose, and Lamb himself exposed it in his later 
years by living in the country; but his letters and essays have 
nourished the fiction until it is unbreakable. 
Having already been so prolix about Manning I shall leave him 
with two quotations from his letters. The first excerpt is from 
Manning's letter of 14 March 1801 and constitutes a rebellion 
against Lamb's critical but on the whole admiring estimate of 
volume two of the Lyrical Ballads. Manning said: 
I perused the Coleridgian & Wordsworthian letters. Sheer 
nonsense, by God. I wonder Coleridge (who I know is a 
poet-! don't know that W. is not, but I'll be damned if that 
be poetry he has passed [?] upon us in the zd Vol.)-! say I 
wonder Coleridge can be taken in by such foolish stuff. By 
habit one may learn to be excited by any thing-one may 
live so long with sheep & silly shepperds as to take the Baa-
ing of a Lamb for poetry-but what is that to the purpose-
would Shakespear have taken it for poetry? 
The second excerpt is from Manning's last surviving letter to 
Lamb, dated 10 May 1834: 
Apropos of this I was sitting at the Blossoms public-house 
not many months ago, talking with the Landlady, when her 
Daughter Bet brought me a very so-so glass of Gin & W'. 
"Why, this won't do at all," says I to the old Lady, "I have a 
good mind to pull her ears." "Her ears?, whose ears?," says 
the mother, abstracting her attention a moment from certain 
chalk marks on the Chimney board (I am sorry to say the 
Carpenter of the village does not pay so regularly as he 
ought-he has good business too-turned me this table I am 
writing at) "Whose? Why Bet's. Would not it be a good 
deed?" "Bet? her let alone," retorted the mother slowly & 
with emphasis. I thought it not a bad hit for a country 
Alewife, although whether she meant it for better or worse, I 
dont know. I meant no harm. 
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To this Lamb replied: "You made me feel so funny, so 
happy-like; it was as if I was reading one of your old letters taken 
out at hazard any time between the last twenty years, ' twas so the 
same." There is sad news of Mary. 
She is rising, and will claim her morning picquet. I go to put 
this in the post first . I walk 9 or 10 miles a day, always up 
the road, dear London-wards .... Do not come to town 
without apprising me. We must all three meet somehow and 
"drink a cup. " 
My next item takes us forward twenty-three years. Coleridge's 
great productive days were over, although, as Lamb said to 
Wordsworth, he could still occasionally arouse himself to his 
ancient glory, "An Archangel a little damaged ." Southey and 
Wordsworth were still active but were producing little of 
importance. Lamb, however, had just reached his peak-Elia had 
just been published. 
Lamb had developed both as a man and a writer in those 
twenty-three years . He and his sister had made their home the 
social center of a brilliant literary group, and he had perfected his 
style in the most exacting of all schools, journalism. One might 
call him a cockney Addison. 
The first series of the Elia essays was begun in 1820, but most 
of the essays were written in 1821. It was published in book form 
in 1823. The book was the fruit of Lamb's association with The 
London Magazine, first edited by John Scott and then by Messrs. 
Taylor and Hessey. The contributors formed a distinguished and, 
on the whole, a congenial group, including, among many others, 
Lamb's old friend, William Hazlitt, the great essayist; John Clare, 
the poet; Henry Francis Cary, the translator of Dante; Bernard 
Barton, another Quaker poet; Thomas Hood, essayist and poet; 
Jonathan Wainewright, a witty reprobate who shocked Lamb's 
more conventional friends; and Allan Cunningham, a gigantic Scot 
come to London to make his fortune. 
The friendship between Lamb and Cunningham illustrates 
Lamb's habit of picking up odd and sometimes raffish characters 
who interested him or appealed to his good nature. Cunningham 
had started his literary career in Scotland as a collector of old 
Scotch ballads and, when he found the supply low, had 
manufactured them to order. In London he worked as a journalist 
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and dramatic writer . Lamb introduced him to the editors of The 
London Magazine and befriended him in many ways. Of all his 
great output of prose and verse, the only item remembered today 
is the song "A Wet Sheet And a Flowing Sea," but he survives in 
the literary history of the time as a good fellow and friend of 
many great writers. Lamb called him the "large-hearted Scot." 
One of the most deeply rooted conventions of English and 
Scottish literature of the last two centuries is that each must jeer at 
the other. Of course the pretended antipathy often covers the 
closest friendship and admiration-as that between Boswell and 
Dr. Johnson. This did not prevent Dr. Johnson from coining his 
famous definition of oats as a cereal fed to horses in England and 
to men in Scotland; or the famous reply "Such horses and such 
men." The convention lives into our century, as you can see in 
Barrie's plays and, still more recently, in the delightful and subtle 
autobiography of James Bridie. Now Lamb, who loved old 
jokes-the older the better-was not a man to let such an 
opportunity slip when he had such a convenient butt as the great, 
hulking, good natured Cunningham, who was himself a great 
joker. 
One of the common elements of the conventional joke is that 
each of the races pretends that the other cannot understand a joke. 
This, of course, was particularly piquant when applied to the jolly 
Cunningham who had solemnly palmed off his compositions-with 
the ink hardly dry-as ancient Scottish folk ballads. Another 
constant is that great seriousness is pretended-we now call it the 
"dead pan. " In fact, a good many serious thoughts and prejudices 
are introduced under cover of raillery-a characteristic device, 
especially of the English. We find both of these elements in Lamb's 
"Imperfect Sympathies," published in The London Magazine in 
August 1821 and included in the first series of the Elia essays 
issued in 1823. The following short extracts will illustrate the 
point: 
I have been trying all my life to like Scotchmen, and am 
obliged to desist from the experiment in despair. They cannot 
like me-and in truth, I never knew one of that nation who 
attempted to do it. There is something more plain and 
ingenious in their mode of proceeding. We know one another 
at first sight. 
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They seldom wait to mature a proposition, but e'en bring it 
to market in the green ear. They delight to impart their 
defective discoveries as they arise, without waiting for their 
full development. 
You cannot make excursions with him-for he sets you right. 
His taste never fluctuates. His morality never abates . He 
cannot compromise, or understand middle actions . There can 
be but a right and a wrong. His conversation is as a book . 
His affirmations have the sanctity of an oath. You must 
speak upon the square with him . He stops a metaphor like a 
suspected person in an enemy's country. "A healthy 
book!" -said one of his countrymen to me, who had 
ventured to give that appellation to John Buncle, - "Did I 
catch rightly what you said? I have heard of a man in health, 
and of a healthy state of body, but I do not see how that 
epithet can be properly applied to a book. " Above all, you 
must beware of indirect expressions before a Caledonian. 
Clap an extinguisher upon your irony, if you are unhappily 
blest with a vein of it. Remember you are upon your oath. I 
have a print of a graceful female after Leonardo da Vinci, 
which I was showing off to Mr. * * * * After he had 
examined it minutely, I ventured to ask him how he liked 
MY BEAUTY (a foolish name it goes by among my 
friends)-when he very gravely assured me, that "he had 
considerable respect for my character and talents" (so he was 
pleased to say), "but had not given himself much thought 
about the degree of my personal pretensions." The 
misconception staggered me, but did not seem much to 
disconcert him . 
I was present not long since at a party of North Britons, 
where a son of Burns was expected; and happened to drop a 
silly expression (in my South British way), that I wished it 
were the father instead of the son-when four of them 
started up at once to inform me, that "that was impossible, 
because he was dead." An impracticable wish, it seems, was 
more than they could conceive. 
Now no one who knew Lamb could take this essay seriously. 
He numbered many Scots among his friends, notably Wilson, John 
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Scott, the editor, and Carlyle. His quickness to recognize and 
proclaim Burns as a great writer showed that he could appreciate 
his northern neighbors. In addition the essay goes on to poke fun 
at the Quakers, whom Lamb had always admired, probably a jest 
at the expense of Lamb's close friend and fellow-contributor, 
Bernard Barton. Lamb's true attitude toward the Quakers is shown 
by his long· friendship with the Lloyds and the fact that he may be 
said to be the discoverer of the fine John Woolman Journal. 
Fortunately, however, we have even better evidence that the joke 
was an established one between Lamb and Cunningham before the 
first publication of the essay in August 1821. In May of that year 
Lamb wrote a letter to Cunningham inviting the latter to a dinner 
with other contributors to the Magazine. This letter ended: "Yours, 
with perfect sympathy-C. Lamb." As soon as the book was 
issued Lamb sent a copy to Cunningham with an inscription 
reading: "Allan Cunningham, Esq.-With Elia's best respects." 
Cunningham pasted the inscription and the letter in the book; also 
a portion of a letter from J.A. Hessey, the publisher of the book, 
containing a copy of an extract from one of Lamb's letters 
referring to a new book of Cunningham's with "more than an 
imperfect sympathy." The book became a family treasure and was 
inherited by a leading book collector in his day and the owner of 
Lamb's Beaumont and Fletcher, mentioned in the essay "Old 
China." At Colonel Cunningham's death the book, with its 
autograph insertions, passed to this country, and it will go with 
my library to the University of Kentucky. I hope that it will serve 
as a tangible reminder of the good fellowship and affection that 
went into the Elia essays. 
And now two manuscripts take us forward almost to the end of 
Lamb's life. Lamb's great work was done, and his last years were 
an after-climax-like those of Coleridge, Wordsworth, and 
Southey. During those years certain of Lamb's earlier tendencies 
continued to develop, especially his love of alcohol, about which 
Carlyle wrote so vividly. He had developed new affections and 
relationships, however, and had assumed new responsibilities. 
While on a visit to Cambridge in 1820 Charles and Mary Lamb 
had discovered a young orphan, Emma Isola, then aged eleven. 
She was the granddaughter of a well known Italian, Agostino 
Isola, who had been a Cambridge professor in Wordsworth's time 
there. Both Charles and Mary loved children. The essay "Dream 
Children" is one of Lamb's best, and Mary was an excellent tutor 
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of children as well as a writer of books for them. Emma then lived 
with her aunt, a Miss Humphreys, who had many responsibilities 
and was probably glad to have others provide for the child. In 
any event the Lambs gradually took over all responsibility for 
Emma's education and care. She became Charles's constant 
companion in his long walks and leisure hours. His letters in his. 
last years are full of references, often whimsical, sometimes tender, 
to his "nut brown maid ." 
In 1824 Edward Moxon, a young Y orkshireman who had 
become a publisher's clerk in London, presented himself at Lamb's 
door with some unpublished poems. Perhaps his accent and origin 
recalled for Lamb the young Wordsworth of 1797. He became an 
intimate of the house and eventually built a great career as a 
publisher on the contacts and knowledge gained from Lamb. His 
authors in the early years are the list of Lamb's friends, 
Wordsworth, Southey, Cunningham, Procter, Samuel Rogers, 
Knowles, Landor, and Talfourd, plus of course Lamb himself. 
Later he added on his own many other now well known names, 
including Tennyson, Browning, Disraeli, Shelley, Milnes, Patmore, 
and Harriet Martineau. Even after his death the business published 
Swinburne and Tennyson. It was he who was prosecuted for 
blasphemy for publishing Shelley's Queen Mab, and his counsel 
was Thomas Noon Talfourd, protege and executor of Lamb, to 
whom Dickens dedicated his Pickwick Papers and who was the 
original of Tommy Traddles in David Copperfield. 
With Emma, ripening into an Italian-type beauty, in the Lamb 
household and the susceptible poet bustling in and out, the usual 
situation developed. They were married in July 1830, Lamb giving 
the bride away. As usual, he got a little tipsy, and, again as usual, 
he said that he was turning over a new leaf. The new leaf didn't 
last long as he wrote to his friend Ryle on 26 August that he was 
sick from some cheap wine. I regret to say that he called it a 
"rot-gut dose." 
There was one real difficulty about the Moxon-Isola marriage. 
Moxon had sprung from a social position as humble as that of 
Lamb but with even more dependent relatives. One of these, 
Moxon's sister, was also a friend of the Lambs. Emma's aunt, Miss 
Humphreys, seems to have objected to this sister and Lamb was 
appealed to to help keep the peace. This happened, I think, at a 
time when Lamb had been at the cheap wine again. He responded 
with an almost incoherent letter written in an irregular hand. I 
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shall read only the first paragraph: 
Mary, who has more sense, and worse spirits, than all three 
of us, says, it must be a quarrel. After that letter to your 
Sister, which is absurd to the brink of insanity, I see no 
hope. I see no middle way-I wish to God I did-between 
poor Emma's breaking off with her, and her riding 
triumphant over you. Tis a sad alternative. But let me 
witness, and to the whole world I am ready to do it, that in 
point of gratitude & obligation Emma has never, never failed 
in one instance. I have been scolded again & again by her, 
when I have whispered against the other. She has repaid, on 
my conscience I believe, more (tho' that is much) than she is 
indebted. Why, a mother, a real mother, had no right to 
write such a letter. What I possibly can do in it, I see not. I 
have no communication with her, even by Letter. But I can 
only say; express your joint pleasures to me, and, at the 
hazard of losing all her good opinions, and all her friends' in 
the bargain, I will write or speak any thing. But can I do it, 
Dearests, now, without it's being palpable to come from you? 
I fear, Dearest Emma, that you cannot keep the love of your 
Aunt with your love of our dear M --. Tis a terrible 
conflict. You have been a good Neice, I would tell any body. 
But she had no right, whatever her feelings were, to write 
such a damnable letter to Miss M--. She must be too 
insane (I will call it) to make it necessary for you to consult 
her feelings at all. I will answer that you have had for her 
every feeling that a Neice, or adopted Daughter, ought to 
have. But when She, or when a real Mother even, intrudes 
upon the sacredness of married life, the bonds of 
daughtership are snapt asunder. You must cleave to your 
husband. Moxon, excuse me for schooling your Emma thus. 
And, Emma, think not I set light by the obligations you 
acknowledge to your ancient friend, all that you can 
remember of a Parent. But divided Duties cannot stand. I 
see, as plain as prophecy, that unless She can get a perfect 
ascendancy over you, there is no peace for your dear mind. I 
do not believe that if you invited her one, two, or three 
months, to your house, she would be satisfy'd. I think, 
Emma, you understand me. I mean, that she would plant 
herself in your way, & be a thorn endlesslye-. 
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In the collection there are other specimens of Lamb's handwriting 
of the same period for comparison, including a first edition of the 
Biographia Literaria with a page in Lamb's clear and handsome 
autograph. 
The education and training of Emma had strained the finances 
of the Lambs. He may eventually have helped the young publisher 
with some capital, but at the time of the wedding he was short. 
His wedding gift to the bride, however, was magnificent, nothing 
less than the best known portrait of John Milton. It graced 
Moxon's shop for many years and is today one of the glories of 
the New York Public Library. I hope that a few of the millions 
who have seen it there will get some of the inspiration it gave its 
former owner. 
Lamb's benevolence to the young couple was not exhausted by 
the rearing of the bride and her dowry. He furnished the material 
for Moxon's first publication. A copy of the book, in which is 
inserted Lamb's original autograph letter of dedication to Moxon, 
is in my Charles Lamb collection . 
It must be admitted that Album Verses is rather poor material 
for a poet who had once collaborated with Coleridge and whose 
gifts were admired by Wordsworth, Shelley, and Keats, but the 
book was a labor of love and was generally received with charity. 
Perhaps the most interesting incident about it is what happened to 
the brash young William Jerdan who ventured to hint that it was 
far from Lamb's best . 
I began this discussion with a description of five young poets 
who were friends. As Coleridge states so emphatically in the 
Biographia Literaria, they were intimate friends before they became 
known as authors. Notwithstanding the ravages of the years and 
occasional quarrels among themselves, they were still friends in 
1830. Poor Willie Jerdan, later to be the bosom friend of Charles 
Dickens, did not know this. He found it out when Southey, the 
handsome and peppery poet laureate, took up his pen and 
published a reply in the London Times of 6 August 1830. Southey 
had not scrupled to criticize the Lyrical Ballads and the Elia essays 
himself, but he could not permit an outsider to touch one of the 
sacred group. His verses must have delighted Lamb, especially the 
slightly improper pun in the last line. 
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TO CHARLES LAMB 
On the Reviewal of his Album Verses in the Literary Gazette 
Charles Lamb, to those who know thee justly dear, 
For rarest genius, and for sterling worth, 
Unchanging friendship, warmth of heart sincere, 
And wit that never gave an ill thought birth, 
Nor ever in its sport infix'd a sting; 
To us who have admired and loved thee long, 
It is a proud as well as pleasant thing 
To hear thy good report, has borne along 
Upon the honest breath of public praise: 
We know that with the elder sons of song, 
In honouring whom thou hast delighted still, 
Thy name shall keep its course to /after days. 
The empty pertness, and the vulgar wrong, 
· The flippant folly, the malicious will, 
Which have assailed thee, now, or heretofore, 
Find, soon or late, their proper meed of shame; 
The more thy triumph, and our pride the more, 
When wittling critics to the world proclaim, 
In lead, their own dolt incapacity. 
Matter it is of mirthful memory 
To think, when thou wert early in the field, 
How doughtily small Jeffrey ran at thee 
A-tilt, and broke a bulrush on thy shield . 
And now, a veteran in the lists of fame, 
I ween, old Friend! thou art not worse bested 
When with a maudlin eye and drunken aim, 
Dulness hath thrown a ]erdan at thy head. 
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